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Key Questions:

1. What have we achieved?

2. Where are we now? 

3. Where are we going?



Campaign Objectives

The strategic objectives of the campaign (July-Dec) were to:

1. Raise awareness and promote public dialogue about the growth and 

employment potential of the berry industry.

2. Create a sense of urgency for increased DAFF capacitation to fast track 

global market access for South African fruit exports, including berries



Campaign objectives 

To achieve our objectives:

• We crafted a message script to keep SABPA’s communication focused on jobs 
potential (especially if market access achieved)

• We have started to build a ‘buzz about berries’ in the media and online.

• We have begun to position members of the industry as ‘thought leaders’ 
through opinion pieces and broadcast interviews.

• We reached out to engage government stakeholders at the national and 
provincial levels.



Volume of Media Coverage



Spread of Coverage





‘On-Message’ Coverage



Thought Leadership



The Buzz about BerriesThe Buzz about Berries



Campaign Outcomes – So Far

1. We have built a profile establishing the berry sector as a growing and vibrant sector and an active 

participant in the industry;

2. We won the preliminary round at the Trade Working Group for the prioritization of blueberries for 

market access to China;

3. We have established a working relationship with Wesgro, a key stakeholder in trade promotion for 

the Western Cape;

4. We have a proactive strategy to get us in the room with the National Minister for Agriculture via 

direct correspondence, media pressure and the advocacy of allies like Wesgro;

5. We secured a meeting with the Provincial Minister for Agriculture in the Western Cape, SABPA’s 

biggest production center. Connecting us to National Minister via MINMEC;

6. We have made a submission to the Treasury on what is needed to boost Agricultural exports;

7. We have generated excitement about the berry industry with influential people like Wandile 

Sihlobo, who now sits on the Presidential Economic Advisory Council.



Upcoming Media opportunities

1. SABPA Annual General Meeting – statement on growth stats

2. Harvest photo opportunity with MEC Ivan Meyer

3. Industry data – production figures, export data, jobs etc

4. State of the Nation Address – Feb 2020

5. Budget Speech 2020 – Feb/March 2020

6. Department Budget Vote March/April 2020

7. Social Media




